Announcing IntroDPS /
Get up and running faster with your own institutional digital preservation program!

If you are new to digital preservation or want to improve your skills, consider the IntroDPS, a
digital preservation training package from the ARCHIVESCANADA Digital Preservation Service
(ACDPS). This package consists of access to a hosted Archivematica instance with AtoM,
institution-specific interactive online training sessions and a series of hands-on practical
exercises. An unlimited number of users from the participating institution will have access to the
training materials and hosted software for a period of three months.
At the end of three months, you will have gained a better understanding of OAIS, digital
preservation workflows, preservation metadata and format-specific preservation planning.
No additional commitment is required and you can walk away at the
end, more knowledgeable and better prepared to deal with one of
the most pressing issues confronting heritage organizations:
preservation of accessible, authentic and reliable digital records.
Of course, you are also welcome at any time to leverage your new knowledge and transition into
ACDPS Tier 1, Tier 2 or Tier 3.
You CAN do this! No previous digital preservation experience is required; however, training can
be tailored to meet the needs of more advanced users if desired. Your training site will be up
and running quickly and you will start performing a broad range of digital preservation activities
starting with your very first training session.
Choose one of the following packages:
IntroDPS level 1: cost per institution $1,950
Duration: three months
Includes: 1 hosted instance of Archivematica and AtoM set up exclusively for the participating
institution; an extensive corpus of sample holdings for training and testing purposes; and 6
hours of interactive online training, including hands-on practical exercises.
IntroDPS level 2: cost per institution $3,900
Duration: three months
Includes: 1 hosted instance of Archivematica and AtoM set up exclusively for the participating
institution; an extensive corpus of sample holdings for training and testing purposes; ability to
upload institutional holdings to Archivematica for training and testing purposes; 500 GB of
temporary storage for institutional holdings; and 9 hours of interactive online training, including
hands-on practical exercises.

